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Abstract. The 40 thieves realize that the fortune in their cave is vanishing. A rumor says that Ali Baba has
been granted access (in the form of a certificate) to the cave but they need evidence to get justice from the
Caliph. On the other hand, Ali Baba wants to be able to securely access to the cave without leaking any
evidence. A similar scenario holds in the biometric passport application: Ali Baba wants to be able to prove
his identity securely but do not want to leak any transferable evidence of, say, his date of birth.
In this paper we discuss the notion of offline non-transferable authentication protocol (ONTAP). We review a
construction based on the GQ protocol which could accommodate authentication based on any standard RSA
certificate. We also discuss on the fragility of this deniability property with respect to set up assumptions.
Namely, if tamper resistance exist, any ONTAP protocol in the standard model collapses.
1 Prolog: Supporting Ali Baba’s Crime in a Fair Way
Many centuries after the 1001 nights, Queen Scheherazade revisits her story of Ali Baba [23]: Ali
Baba is well known to be granted access to the cave of the forty thieves. However, any proof of that
could be presented to the Caliph would let the king no other choice than condemn him for violating
the thieves’ property. So far, the thieves did not succeed to get such evidence. Actually, Ali Baba’s
grant to open the cave has the form of an RSA certificate (signed by Scheherazade, the authority in
this story) assessing that Ali Baba is authorized to open the cave. As the cave recognizes the queen’s
signature, it opens for Ali Baba. However, this certificate can constitute some evidence to convict Ali
Baba and Scheherazade. Otherwise, the existence of this certificate can just be denied and nobody
would even risk to implicitly accuse the Queen without any evidence. Since, the thieves could play
some active attack (sometimes also called thief-in-the-middle attack) between the cave and Ali Baba,
the access control protocol must be such that, while being secure so that nobody without any valid
certificate could open the cave, the thieves have no way to get any transferable proof which could
convict Ali Baba. Indeed, Ali Baba is running a protocol with the cave, proving possession of the
RSA signature but in a deniable way. In this paper we describe this protocol which is based on the
Guillou-Quisquater (GQ) protocol [14,15].
History of this protocol. This problem appeared with the application of the biometric passport [1].
In this application, the passport holds a signature (by government authorities) assessing the identity
of the passport holder. The identity is defined by a facial picture, a name, a date of birth, a passport
number, and its expiration date. One problem with this application (called “passive authentication”)
is that any passport reader (or any reader getting through the access control protocol) can get this sig-
nature which can later be collected or posted for whatever reason. This would raise privacy concerns.
Some closely related protocols such as [2] were proposed for slightly different applications, based on
ElGamal signatures. At Asiacrypt 2005, after [2] was presented, Marc Girault suggested that the GQ
protocol [14,15] could be used to prove knowledge of an RSA signature in a zero-knowledge (ZK)
way. The basic GQ protocol is not zero-knowledge though, so we have to enrich it. The application
to the biometric passport was suggested by Monnerat, Vaudenay, and Vuagnoux in [20,28,30]. At
ACNS 2009, Monnerat, Pasini, and Vaudenay [17] presented this enriched protocol together with a
proof of security. The protocol is called an offline non-transferable authentication protocol (ONTAP).
We review this result in this paper.
Our ONTAP protocol involves three participants: the authority (Queen Scheherazade), the holder
(Ali Baba), and the server (the cave). The authority is trusted. It holds a secret key for signature but the
other participants do not hold any secret, a priori. However, the protocol should be protected against
a cheating prover trying to open the cave, a cheating verifier trying to collect (offline) transferable
evidence from Ali Baba. Non-transferability was introduced in [6,16]. We distinguish here offline ev-
idence (proofs which could be shown to a trial) from online evidence (proofs involving some action
by the judge during the protocol) because we do not assume the Caliph to be willing to participate to
some online attack. Although weaker than online non-transferability, offline non-transferability is im-
plied by regular zero-knowledge. More precisely, it is implied by deniable zero-knowledge [22]. The
advantage is that it can be achieved without deploying a PKI for verifiers. Although our framework
could accommodate any type of standard signature, we focus on RSA signatures which require the
GQ protocol. (Signatures based on ElGamal would require the Schnorr protocol [24,25] instead.)
Deniability is a fragile notion. Indeed, we often prove deniability in zero-knowledge protocols by the
ability to simulate the transcript by rewinding the verifier. This implicitly assumes that any computing
device could be rewinded. In practice, there are many hardware systems which are assumed not to
be rewindable. Namely, tamper-proof devices are not rewindable. This implies that we could loose
deniability by implementing a verifier in such a device as shown by Mateus and Vaudenay [18,19].
We conclude this paper by telling how Ali Baba was caught in this way.
Related notions. Several notions similar to ONTAP exist but none of them fully match our needs.Non-
transitive signatures [10,21] and deniable authentication [11] only involve two participants (which
would imply that Ali Baba must know the authority secret key, which does not fit our application).
Invisible signatures (a.k.a. undeniable signatures) [8] also involve two participants and do not al-
ways accommodate non-transferable properties, which is one of our main requirements. Designated
confirmer signatures [7] involve three participants. These extend invisible signatures by protecting
the verifier from signers unwilling to participate in the protocol. A typical protocol would be some
unreliable signer delegating a trusted confirmer to participate in the proof protocol. In our scenario,
the signer (Scheherazade) is trusted but the confirmer (Ali Baba) may be not. Universal designated-
verifier signatures (UDVS) [27] involve three participants as well, but rely on a PKI for verifiers. In
our scenario, we do not want to deploy a new PKI for the cave. A weaker notion is the universal desig-
nated verifier signature proof (UDVSP) [2]. The difference with our scenario is that the verifier in the
protocol is assumed to be honest. There are also stronger notions such as credential ownership proofs
(COP) [26], but they are more involved than our solution and do not always fit standard signatures.
2 Log: Making ONTAP from Standard Signature Schemes
2.1 Zero-Knowledge Proof based on GQ
In the literature, there have been several definitions for S-protocols. (See [4,9].) For our purpose, we
change a bit the definition.
Definition 1. Let R be a relation which holds on pairs (x;w) in which x 2 Dx is called an instance
and w 2 Dw is called a witness. Let k be a function mapping x to a real number. A S-protocol for
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R is defined by one interactive algorithms P, some sets Da(x), Dr(x), Dz(x), and some verification
algorithm Ver. If (x;w) 2 R, v is a random tape, and r is a random element of E, we denote a =
P(x;w;v), z = P(x;w;r;v), and b = Ver(x;a;r;z). Actually, we define an interactive algorithm V by
V (x;a;r) = r and V (x;a;z;r) = Ver(x;a;r;z) as the final output of the protocol. So, it is a 3-move
protocol with transcript (a;r;z), common input x, and output b. The protocol is a k-weak S-protocol
if there exists some extra algorithms Sim and Ext such that the following conditions are satisfied.
– (efficiency) algorithms P, Ver, Sim, and Ext are polynomially computable (in terms of the size of
x)
– (uniqueness of response) there exists a function Resp such that
8x 2 Dx 8a 2 Da 8r 2 Dr 8z 2 Dz Ver(x;a;r;z) = 1() z= Resp(x;a;r)
– (completeness) we have
8(x;w) 2 R 8r 2 Dr 8v P(x;w;r;v) = Resp(x;P(x;w;v);r)
– (k-weak special soundness) we have
8x 2 Dx 8a 2 Da 8r 2 Dr Pr
r02E
[(x;Ext(x;a;r;r0;Resp(x;a;r);Resp(x;a;r0))) 2 R] 1 k(x)
– (special HVZK) for any (x;w) 2 R and a random r 2 Dr, the distribution of (a;r;z) = Sim(x;r)
and (a;r;z) defined by a= P(x;w;v) and z= P(x;w;r;v) are identical.
Prover Verifier
(x;w) (x)
a P(x;w;v) a                !
r                  pick r 2U Dr(x)
z P(x;w;r;v) z                ! output Ver(x;a;r;z)
Fig. 1. S-Protocol
The main change from the original definitions lies in the introduction of the uniqueness of response
and the k-weak special soundness property. We need these change to make the GQ protocol fit to this
protocol model. Indeed, the GQ protocol works as follows. The domain Dx is the set of all triplet
x= (N;e;X) where (N;e) is an RSA public key and X is a ciphertext. Then a witness is a decryption,
i.e. ((N;e;X);w)2 R()we mod N = X . The domains Da(x) and Dz(x) are ZN . The domain Dr(x) is
the set f0;1; : : : ;2t(jxj) 1g for some polynomially bounded function t. The a = P(x;w;v) algorithm
first extracts some random y2ZN fromv, then compute a= ye mod N. The z=P(x;w;r;v) algorithm
computes z= ywr mod N. The Ver algorithm checks that 0 z< N and that ze  aX r (mod N). We
can easily prove [17] that this is actually a k-weak S-protocol for k(x) = d 2t(jxje e2 t(jxj) when e is prime.
(In practice we use e= 3 or e= 65537 which are both prime.)
In our approach we tweaked the definition of S-protocol to make the GQ protocol fit this notion
and have a generic construction based on any weak S-protocol. Another analysis, dedicated to the GQ
protocol, was done by Bellare and Palacio [3].
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S-protocols are the initial step to build zero-knowledge protocols. These are not completely zero-
knowledge because a malicious adversary could cheat by making the challenge be the result of ap-
plying the commitment value a through a one-way function. The resulting transcript would be most
likely non-simulatable without knowing the secret. This way to cheat is actually used to transform
S-protocols into digital signature schemes, following the Fiat-Shamir paradigm [12]. This property is
terrible for us because a malicious verifier could cheat and collect evidence that the protocol was ex-
ecuted. We seek for the deniability property of zero-knowledge. Some extensions of zero-knowledge
are defined using stronger set up assumptions such as the random oracle model or the common ref-
erence string model are not always deniable, but zero-knowledge in the standard model is always
deniable. Deniability was studied by Pass [22].
We use the following classical transform [13] of S-protocols into zero-knowledge ones using 5
rounds. We add a commitment stage using a trapdoor commitment scheme [5]. This scheme is defined
by three algorithms gen, com, and equiv and are such that for (k;w) = gen(;R) and equiv(w;m;c) = d
we have com(k;m;d) = c. Here, d is used to open a commitment c on m. w is used to cheat with the
commitment. R is used to verify that the (k;w) pair is well formed. The transform works as follows.
1. the prover uses some free part of v to generate R, creates a key pair (k;w) = gen(R) for the
commitment, and sends k to the verifier
2. the verifier generates r and some decommit value d from its random tape and compute c =
com(k;r;d), then sends c to the prover
3. the prover runs a= P(x;w) using some independent part of v and sends it to the verifier
4. the verifier releases r and d to the prover
5. the prover checks that c = com(k;r;d) (if c 6= com(k;r;d), the prover aborts), computes z =
P(x;w;r), and sends z and R to the verifier
6. the verifier checks that k is the first output of gen(R) and that Ver(x;a;r;z) = 1, and answers 1 if
and only if both hold
Prover Verifier
(x;w) (x)
generate R form v1 pick d at random
(k;w) gen(R) k                ! pick r 2U Dr(x)
c                  c com(k;r;d)
a P(x;w;v2) a                !
check c= com(k;r;d)
r;d                 
z P(x;w;r;v2) z;R                ! output Ver(x;a;r;z)^ k = (gen(R))1
Fig. 2. Generic ZK Construction
This protocol can be shown to be zero-knowledge.
Theorem 2 (Monnerat-Pasini-Vaudenay 2009 [17]). If (P;Da;Dr;Dz;Ver) is a k-weak S-protocol
and (gen;com) is a secure trapdoor commitment scheme, then the above protocol is a zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge with soundness error
k0(x) =max(k(x);1=Poly(jxj))
for any polynomial Poly.
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That is, there is a polynomial-time extractor which, when plugged to a malicious prover passing the
protocol with probability e(x)> k0(x), can compute a witness for x in time Poly(jxj)=(e(x) k0(x)).
A construction in 4 rounds was proposed in [9] based on the OR proof. However, it is not generic.
2.2 ONTAP Protocols and Application to the Biometric Passport
We now define the ONTAP protocol which can be used to authenticate a message m by means of
a certificate (X ;w). There are three participants: the signer, the signature holder (prover), and the
verifier.
Definition 3. An offline non-transferable authentication protocol (ONTAP) consists of the following
probabilistic polynomial-time (ppt) algorithms.
– (Kp;Ks) = setup(1l) a key setup algorithm to generate a public key Kp and a private key Ks from
a security parameter l and some random coins
– (X ;w) = sign(Ks;m) a signature algorithm to generate from the secret key, a message m and some
random coins a signature with a public part X and a private part w
– an interactive proof protocol (P ;V ) taking (Kp;m;X) as common input, with private input w, and
producing a bit b as output.
The final bit must always be 1 if the algorithms and protocols are well executed. Furthermore, they
must provide the security properties of k0-unforgeability and offline non-transferability as defined by
the following games.
In the k0-unforgeability game, an adversary plays with a challenger. The challenger first generates
Kp and Ks and releases Kp. The adversary can then make some signing queries to the challenger who
will return the complete signature (X and w). Then, the adversary proposes a message m which was
not queried for signature and run the interactive protocol with the challenger by playing himself the
role of the prover. We say that the protocol is unforgeable if for any ppt adversary the output bit is 1
with probability at most k0.
In the offline non-transferable game, a process (either the adversary or a simulator) plays with
a challenger. The challenger first generates Kp and Ks and releases Kp. The process can then make
some signing queries to the challenger who will return the complete signature (X and w). When the
process is the adversary, he can then submit some message m which is signed by the challenger but
only the X part of the signature is returned. Then, the adversary can run the interactive protocol with
the challenger playing the role of the prover. When the process is the simulator, the submission of m
and the protocol execution are skipped. Finally, the process yields the list of all sign queries together
with an output string. We say that the protocol is offline non-transferable if for any ppt adversary
there exists a ppt simulator such that running the game with both processes generate outputs which
are computationally indistinguishable.
Given a traditional digital signature scheme which satisfies the some special properties, we construct
an ONTAP protocol based on our generic ZK protocol. First, we need the signature to be splittable
into two parts X and w. The X part shall be forgeable without the secret key. Finally, there shall be
a weak S protocol for which w is a witness for (Kp;m;X). Note that all digital signature schemes
satisfy the first two conditions by just setting X to the empty string. The last condition (provability)
may however be more efficient by enlarging a simulatable part X as much as we can. The S-protocol
is enriched into a ZK protocol as on Fig. 2 and we obtain an ONTAP protocol.
Theorem 4 (Monnerat-Pasini-Vaudenay 2009 [17]). Let (setup;sign;verify) be a digital signature
scheme such that
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– the output of sign can be written (X ;w);
– there exists a ppt algorithm sim such that for any execution of setup(1l) = (Kp;Ks), the execution
of sign(Ks;m) = (X ;w) and of sim(Kp;m) = X generate X’s with computationally indistinguish-
able distributions;
– there exists a k-weak S-protocol for the relation
R((Kp;m;X);w)() verify(Kp;m;X ;w)
– the signature scheme resists existential forgery under chosen message attacks.
Then, (setup;sign) with the protocol from Fig. 3 is an ONTAP scheme which is k0-unforgeable and
offline non-transferable where k0(l) =max(k(l);1=Poly(l)). This holds for any polynomial Poly.
Prover Verifier
(Kp;m;X ;w) (Kp;m;X)
generate R form v1 pick d at random
(k;w) gen(R) k                ! pick r 2U Dr(Kp;m;X)
c                  c com(k;r;d)
a P(Kp;m;X ;w;v2) a                !
check c= com(k;r;d)
r;d                 
z P(Kp;m;X ;w;r;v2) z;R                ! output Ver(Kp;m;X ;a;r;z)^ k = (gen(R))1
Fig. 3. Generic ONTAP Construction
In practice, the use of a trapdoor commitment is a bit artificial. Indeed, neither the secret key w
nor the equiv algorithms are used. Their only purpose is to write down a formal proof for the protocol
to be zero-knowledge. In practice, one may favor the use of a simple commitment based on a hash
function. This could be formalized in the random oracle model (ROM) and the specific notion of
deniable zero-knowledge could be proven. (See [17].)
For instance, a generic RSA signature for a message m has a public key (N;e) and a secret key
d. Here, X is a formatted string based on m and N only and w = Xd mod N. Checking a signature
consists of verifying some predicate format(N;m;we mod N) to check that X = we mod N is a valid
formatted string for m. This can be proven by the GQ protocol with the extra input X . Assuming that
the RSA signature resists existential forgery under chosen message attacks, we obtain the ONTAP
scheme on Fig. 4 with soundness error k0 =
l
2t
e
m
2 t .
In the case of the biometric passport, the passport would play the role of the prover and the reader
would be the verifier. So, the passport would prove to the reader that it owns a valid witness w for the
formatted message X without leaking any transferable evidence.
By using e = 65537 and t = 16, we obtain k0 = 2 16. The workload of the prover consists in
computing two exponentials with a 16-bit exponent, one of them being e. Let say this roughly costs
40 multiplications on average using standard square-and-multiply algorithms. An online security of
2 16 is pretty good but maybe some people will not be happy with it. If k0 is believed to be too large,
we can still execute two instances of the GQ protocol in parallel and obtain k0 = 2 32 using four
exponentials.
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Prover Verifier
(Kp;m;X ;w) (Kp;m;X)
pick d at random
pick r 2U f0; : : : ;2t  1g
pick y 2 ZN
c                  c H(dkr)
a ye mod N a                !
check c= H(dkr) r;d                 
z ywr mod N z                ! output ze  aX r (mod N)^ format(N;m;X)
Fig. 4. RSA-Based ONTAP Construction in ROM
By using e = 3, a single run of GQ with t = 1 leads to k0 = 12 at a cost of 2:5 modular multipli-
cations on average. By iterating 16 times we get k0 = 2 16 and 40 multiplications again. So, the cost
with same k0 is roughly the same: we need “2:5 multiplications per bit of online security”.
We could also use DSA or any variant such as ECDSA, but with the Schnorr S-protocol [24,25]
instead of GQ. (See [17].)
3 Epilog: Ali Baba’s Trial and the Fall of Deniability
Deniability is a pretty fragile property though. In a world where computability is fully described by
regular Turing machines, deniability works. However, some special tamper proof devices may be
sealed by the Caliph. In this model, deniability might collapse as shown in [18,19]. What happened is
that the thieves used devices sealed by the Caliph.
Indeed, the Caliph provides programmable sealed devices which can be configured by users using
any software but with the property that the hash of the loaded software is permanently displayed by
the device. That is, the device owner could load it with its favorite software s and the device would
always display communications from s attached to H(s). So, another user could be convinced that the
displayed message is the result of executing s on a trusted platform. Those devices can, for instance be
used in payment terminals where the vendor loads some open software and invite customers to type
their credential. Customers can check that the device is genuine and running the publicly certified
software.
Unfortunately, the existence of these devices changes the set up assumptions in the computa-
tional model. Namely, there are now devices executing some program which cannot be interrupted or
rewinded. These devices could also be used maliciously to break the ONTAP protocol. Indeed, the 40
thieves can load a trusted device with the code s of the verifier and display its view. Then, showing the
device after the protocol succeeds would prove that a trusted hardware has executed the verifier code
in a honest way and seen the displayed accepting view which includes the instance x. Then, the thieves
impersonate the cave, replay messages to and from the device, and just wait until Ali Baba wants to
enter the cave. After Ali Baba executes the protocol, the device ends up by displaying a reference x to
Ali Baba owing a certificate in an accepting view, showing evidence that a prover successfully proved
possession of a witness for x. The 40 thieves can then go to the Caliph and show the device as a proof
that there exists a valid certificate for x: that Ali Baba is granted access to the cave. This convicts Ali
Baba (and Scheherazade as well, which is embarrassing for the Caliph).
One can easily realize that no ONTAP protocol in the standard model can survive this kind of
scenario. There are other cryptographic notions collapsing in this model. Namely, the notion of in-
visibility in undeniable signatures (a device could convert a signature into some evidence that the
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signature is true after running the verifier protocol), the notion of deniability of protocols in general
(a device could prove that some protocol have been successfully executed), and the notion of receipt-
freeness in electronic voting (a device could prove that someone casted a given ballot). On the other
hand, some new types of protocols become feasible. We have already seen a proof for having seen a
view. We can also make a proof of ignorance. A trusted agent can prove that a user ignores a secret key
by showing that the device created the public key but never released the secret one. This could be used
to prove that a user did not sign a document in a group signature, which would break the anonymity
notion. Similarly, it could be used to prove that a user never decrypted some communication (namely
that he did not open a sealed envelop), or did not cheat in some games.
We could still fix classical protocols by making honest participants themselves use trusted agents.
One way to construct ONTAP protocols in the trusted agent model would consists of having the prover
to use a trusted agent. In this situation, zero-knowledge becomes actually trivial: one can use a trusted
agent receiving a (x;w) pair and checking that (x;w) 2 R holds to display x. The device becomes a
zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of w. It is deniable in the sense that the user keeps the device and
can deny having a device showing this statement.
However, people in the Caliph’s realm certainly would not like that holding a trusted device would
become a necessity for every day life. People would no longer be free to run private transactions. A
consequence of Ali Baba’s trial is that trusted devices have been forbidden to support the freedom of
people.
This was Scheherazade’s story adapted for an audience of people addicted to cell phones and
popular music and video players. Hopefully, this would never happen in our civilized countries. (See
Montesquieu revisited in [29])
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